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Narrative Summary
The game follows the story of one of Suzuki’s Holy Monks, Kiyoshi, in the wake of the most recent
Emperor’s death. The growing tensions within the capital city of Xin over who will ascend to the throne next
has led to the Monks - the only people in Suzuki allowed to coronate a new ruler - being hunted down by
various parties, who all have their sights set on being illegitimately crowned. As such, the Holy Monks must
embark on a quest throughout the continent to find a safe, hidden location from which they can consider the
future of Xin’s ruling body, when the previous Emperor left no known heir behind. Old myths and legends lead
the Monks to the Elemental Knights - immortal beings sworn to serve a rightful Emperor; one whose bloodline
is the same as that of Suzuki’s First Emperor. The Holy Monks, with the help of the Knights, must then take up a
new, more important task - ensuring that the person the Knights have been awakened to serve, the Emperor’s
illegitimate son, is crowned, before Xin’s corrupt nobility can take the throne for themselves. The narrative
structure is expanded on in the following pages.
Mechanics Summary
This game is primarily an action-adventure game, set in a relatively open, 3D rendering of the world of
Suzuki. The player character mostly interacts with the world through exploration, whether that be on foot, in a
vehicle/on horseback, or by climbing to higher grounds; and through interacting with objects and talking to
non-playable characters. Certain parts of the gameplay will feature more specific mechanics, such as stealth;
real-time strategy aspects, for example, when defending a building from attack; and real-time combat (using
martial arts and weapons such as staffs and swords). As a (mostly) open-world game, the narrative is large in
both scale and scope, with player actions eventually impacting the world as a whole.

SECTION: INTRODUCTION (TUTORIAL)

Style: Cutscene-heavy; open/exploratory; control tutorials; talking to non-playable characters.

What:
The newly ordained Holy Monk, Kiyoshi (the player character), begins their new life in Xin’s monastery. An
older Holy Monk, Tomomi, acts as Kiyoshi’s mentor, teaching them about daily life for Monks in Xin.
The Monk’s tasks include: training in combat (such as martial arts, and weapons such as staffs); liaising with
Palace Court officials and, in the case of long-serving Holy Monks, the Emperor Zheng himself: as well as
studying (especially astrological charts and astronomy), and worship of the Luno.
Key Points:
Kiyoshi begins their life as a Holy Monk in Xin; sworn to serve the true Emperor, as determined by the
Junketsu bloodline (the bloodline of Suzuki’s First Emperor).
They spend a few days learning about their duties.

Player Journey:
The player is introduced to their character, Kiyoshi.
The tutorial gameplay gives them a chance to get familiar with their place in the game world, the conventions
of the game world and the culture of Xin (with particular regard to the monarchy structure). The player also
learns the basics of controls allowing them to traverse the world, engage in combat, and interact with
items/characters.
Time: Cutscene: > 5 minutes. Tutorial gameplay: ~ 30 minutes.

Style: Cutscene-heavy.

SECTION: TRIGGER

What:
An emergency meeting of Holy Monks is called within Xin’s monastery to announce that the Emperor Zheng
has mysteriously and suddenly died, leaving no immediate heir to Suzuki’s throne.
The Holy Monks decide that they must flee Xin for their sacred temple, hidden on the summit of Mount
Shingetsu.
The Monks are the only people with the authority to crown a new monarch by checking that their bloodline
is true to the First Emperor’s. As such, two corrupt noble houses begin readying their Samurai warriors to
hunt down the Monks and take the throne for their respective house leaders: Kujo, of the Isin house; and
Haruka, of the Fujioka house.
Key Points:
The Emperor Zheng dies, leaving no heir to the throne.
Conflict is brewing within Xin, as some noble houses prepare to take the throne by force. This forces the
Monks to go into hiding.

Player Journey:
The player has to face an urgent, escalating conflict within the previously peaceful game world.
This trigger provides Kiyoshi with a quest/purpose, in the form of escaping capture with the other Monks.
Time: ~ 10 minutes.

Style: Stealth/action gameplay.

SECTION: QUEST (I)

What:
The Holy Monks plan to split into smaller groups, sneak out of Xin through the narrow streets of its outskirts,
and to reconvene outside the city walls to travel to Mount Shingetsu.
Whilst travelling through Xin, Kiyoshi is separated from the rest of their group as they are ambushed by
Samurai warriors, and thus Kiyoshi must proceed to the city wall alone.
The Samurai warriors employed by the corrupt noble houses are patrolling the city in an attempt to capture
fleeing Monks, and as a result, some of the Monks are killed before they can escape, including Tomomi.
Key Points:
The Holy Monks who survive the initial Samurai attack leave Xin for their sacred hideout atop Mount
Shingetsu.

Player Journey:
For the first time so far, the player is suddenly alone in the game world, and must make crucial decisions for
their character’s survival without the guidance of their mentor or their fellow Monks.
The death of some Holy Monks, including the mentor, adds gravity and reality to the quest, as the player had
previously formed attachments to these characters.
The Samurai patrols create a high-pressure situation, that requires the player to use both strategic
movements and quick reactions to sneak out of Xin uncaptured
Time: 30 minutes - 1 hour.

SECTION: QUEST (II)

Style: Party travel; overworld encounters and real-time combat.

What:
Outside of Xin, the surviving Holy Monks ready a party of horses and horse-drawn wagons and begin their
journey towards Mount Shingetsu.
Though the Holy Monks renounce all ties to their previous lives when they are ordained, Kiyoshi, who was
formerly a travelling merchant and storyteller, is placed in charge of directing the party.
Without a map, navigation relies solely on the naked eye, with Mount Shingetsu being the tallest mountain in
Suzuki. However, the Monks can also draw on their extensive knowledge of astrology and star positions.
Travelling the open lands of Suzuki can prove dangerous, as the different terrains are home to a variety of
overworld creatures and monsters that may attack the travelling party.
Furthermore, additional Samurai guards have been tasked with surveilling the outskirts of Xin, and to
attempt to capture any Monks seen returning to its outer city walls
Key Points:
The Holy Monks, having been driven away from Xin, travel across Suzuki towards Mount Shingetsu.

Player Journey:
Having been guided through the city of Xin, the player is now free to explore the game world, and for the first
time, they are able to directly explore the vast continent of Suzuki.
With Kiyoshi in charge of directing the party, the player does not need to go straight to Mount Shingetsu;
they have relatively free reign over the locations they visit.
The Samurai guards outside Xin effectively make it a no-go area, encouraging the player to explore the wider
world.
The long journey and group combat situations also give the player the opportunity to grow further attached
to their fellow Holy Monks, emphasising the group effort needed to escape the Samurai.
Time: 1-4 hours (dependent on how much the player chooses to explore the world).

Style: 3D platforming/action gameplay.

SECTION: QUEST (III)

What:
At the foot of Mount Shingetsu, the harsh terrain forces the Holy Monks to abandon their horses and wagons.
They proceed up the mountain by foot, traversing a little-known and dangerous path; one kept largely secret
by pilgrims (those training to be Monks) and the Monks themselves.
The Monks are forced to find ways to conquer increasingly harsh weather conditions and reduced visibility;
dangerous precipices and crevasses; and, depending on the time of day, treading carefully in the darkness of
night.

Key Points:
The Monks climb Mount Shingetsu, using a secret route taught to them during their pilgrimage to become a
Monk.

Player Journey:
This platforming-heavy section challenges players by forcing them to undertake difficult challenges, in a
much more restricted space of the world compared to the freedom they had exploring previously.
The fact that the player’s ultimate goal - the safety of the Shingetsu summit Temple - is always almost within
reach serves to prevent players getting frustrated by the difficulty of this section.
Time: 30 minutes - 1 hour.

SECTION: THE HEARTH

Style: Similar to the tutorial - relatively free exploration and interacting with NPCs/items.

What:
Kiyoshi and the other Holy Monks finally reach their sacred, hidden Temple, on the summit of the mountain.
Up here, they are afforded around a week of respite and safety from their pursuers.
This week is a valuable opportunity for the Monks to recover from injuries, further train in combat, and to
study and worship.
As the Monks look for what to do next, they find old texts hidden away in the mountaintop Temple, that tell
the story of the four immortal Elemental Knights, chosen by the elements that created all worlds, and sworn
to serve the First Emperor (and all of his descendants true to his Junketsu bloodline).
Key Points:
The Monks find safety in their mountaintop Temple. Here, they uncover old legends of the Elemental
Knights, sworn to serve the true Emperor.

Player Journey:
This safe area in the game world offers the player a chance for respite, and the gameplay is much more
relaxed in pace than the previous sections.
The Temple atop Mount Shingetsu acts as a safe haven in which the player can let their guard down and
focus on smaller tasks, like interacting with fellow Monks and learning more about the game world.
Time: 30 minutes - 1.5 hours (dependent on how many characters/items the player interacts with).

Style: Cutscene-heavy.

SECTION: SURPRISE

What:
After around a week of safe hiding, a lookout warns the rest of the Holy Monks that a group of Samurai
warriors from the Fujioka noble household is ascending Mount Shingetsu, having seemingly been informed
of the route to the summit.
The Monks use what little time they have to prepare for the incoming attack.

Key Points:
The Holy Monks’ hiding place has been discovered by Samurai, who are preparing an attack.

Player Journey:
This sequence takes away the “hearth” location that the players have become accustomed to safely spending
time in.
The Samurai troops pose a new, urgent threat, in a highly time-pressured situation that requires the player
to think and act quickly.
Time: ~ 5 minutes

Style: Real-time strategy.

SECTION: CRITICAL CHOICES

What:
Facing the oncoming Samurai, the Monks prepare to defend themselves by using the scarce resources found
in the Temple to build makeshift defences, and strategically appointing lookouts, guards, and Sohei stealthy, warrior Monks.
Key Points:
The Holy Monks use the resources they have to mount a defence against the Samurai.

Player Journey:
The player has been given next to no set-up to this sequence, the Samurai attack coming as a surprise
cutscene and doing away with the safety of the hearth. As a result, this situation forces the player to quickly
think on their feet and consider the best strategies to defend their temple, e.g. whether they want to focus on
building structural defences, or put the majority of their resources into an offensive approach, using guards
and Sohei.

Time: 15 - 30 minutes.

Style: Real-time combat.

SECTION: CLIMAX (PART I)

What:
Despite the Monks’ attempts to reinforce the Temple’s exterior, the Samurai warriors gain entry, coming to
attack the Holy Monks in waves.
Kiyoshi and the other Holy Monks must draw on their combat training to try and fend off the overwhelming
number of Samurai, to defend their sacred Temple, and prevent a false Emperor being crowned.

Key Points:
The Holy Monks’ defences are eventually broken down, forcing the Monks to fight the overwhelming waves
of Samurai themselves.

Player Journey:
This section represents the final stage in the player’s safe hearth being broken down, with the real-time
combat putting the player face-to-face with the Fujioka Samurai. This serves as a sort of “last resort” in their
quest to avoid capture and the same fate that has already befallen other Holy Monks the player knew earlier
in the narrative. The continuous waves of Samurai attackers create an almost helpless/hopeless atmosphere.
Time: 20-30 minutes.

Style: Cutscenes and real-time combat.

SECTION: CLIMAX (PART II)

What:
As the Monks look like they are about to be defeated by the Fujioka Samurai, the fight is suddenly interrupted
by a group of warriors - four decorated Knights, larger and stronger than the attacking Samurai, and
seemingly able to manipulate the world’s elements in their favour; for example, creating gusts of wind and
flames.
Kiyoshi and the Monks realise that these figures are the four Elemental Knights from legends, and, with their
assistance, fight the remaining Samurai away from the sacred Temple.
In the subsequent peace, the Knights explain to the Monks that they have been awakened by an explorer, by
the name of Taishi, whose bloodline matches that of the First Emperor the Knights were chosen to serve. As
such, they have embarked on a quest to find the Monks in order to prove to the citizens of Suzuki that Taishi is
the descendant of Emperor Zheng, and the heir to the now-empty throne.

Key Points:
The Elemental Knights - Hitoshi, Shou, Meiko, and Reiki - arrive, having been awakened by the true heir to the
throne, and help the Monks to fend off the remaining Samurai.
The Holy Monks are introduced to Taishi, Emperor Zheng’s illegitimate son.

Player Journey:
This section of gameplay is the finale of the narrative’s climax; the arrival of the Elemental Knights offers a
new hope to the players in their fight against the Samurai, and should discourage them from giving up despite
the large scale of the conflict facing them.
The introduction of Taishi, the Emperor’s son, provides the player with a new solution to a problem that they
formerly could only face by running and hiding. This guides them back to Xin, to crown the Emperor.
Time: 20-30 minutes.

SECTION: REVERSAL

Style: Similar to the party travel in Quest (II), with far fewer, more simple encounters.

What:
Kiyoshi, the other Holy Monks, the Four Elemental Knights, and Taishi begin their journey back to the city of
Xin, ready to prove Taishi’s status as a descendant of the pure Junketsu bloodline and rightful heir to the
throne.
Once again, the lands of Suzuki are home to a variety of hostile creatures, but defeating them is now much
easier with the assistance of the Knights.

Key Points:
The Holy Monks begin a new journey, back to Xin, in order to prove that Taishi is the rightful Emperor of
Suzuki. They are aided by the Knights.

Player Journey:
This section is familiar to the player, mirroring the largest section of the previous gameplay so far. The
presence of the Knights means the player has a much easier time retracing their steps, signifying that they
are close to their journey’s end and giving them the time to reflect on the adventure thus far.
Time: ~ 30 minutes.

Style: Cutscene heavy.

SECTION: RESOLUTION

What:
Upon returning to the city, the Monks are protected from Fujioka and Isin Samurai by the Elemental Knights,
who escort them to Xin’s central Palace Courtyard.
There, the Elemental Knights’ servitude to Taishi prove to the previous Emperor’s court that Taishi is the
heir to the throne, and, with the confirmation of the Holy Monks, he is crowned, ending the power struggle
for Xin’s throne.
Key Points:
Taishi is crowned Emperor, thwarting the corrupt noble house’s attempts to take the throne by force.

Player Journey:
The game’s ending revolves around cutscenes as these allow the player to be shown the large scale of Xin,
and the crowds witnessing the coronation of Taishi and the restoration of peace.
Being able to see the scope of the impact that their journey has had rewards the player with a sense of
achievement and satisfaction.
Time: ~ 10 minutes.
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